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Competition – The Search for a Level Playing Field 

Will the Policy Makers heed their own Policy Unit? 

The Productivity Commission which is an independent Commonwealth agency and the Government’s 

principal review and advisory body on microeconomic policy and regulation recently completed a   

research paper on Australia’s anti-dumping system. The Australian Steel Association made a            

submission to this research paper, many of the ASA recommendations being included in the     

Productivity Commission’s findings:  

Key Points 

 Recent changes to Australia’s anti–dumping system have increased  its protectionist impact.  

 -  Usage of anti-dumping and countervailing measures is concentrated in several               

  capital–intensive industries producing mainly intermediate goods. Steel products          

  accounted for 86 per cent of new investigations during 2014-15 and now make   

  up over 60 per cent of all measures in force.  

 -  The average dumping and countervailing duty currently in place in Australia is 17 per  

  cent, more than three times  greater than the general tariff rate of 5 per cent.  

 - Some measures have been in place for more than 15 years.  
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 Australia ostensibly has an anti-dumping system because WTO rules  allow it. However, there is 

 no compelling economic rationale for  doing so and it is clear that current anti–dumping         

 arrangements are making Australia, on a national welfare basis, worse off.   

 -  There is little to distinguish anti-dumping protection from other trade restrictions. As  

  such, the benefits for recipients of protection are outweighed by the costs for industries  

  using the protected goods, consumers and the broader economy.   

 -  Arguments that the system provides other benefits to the community that would        

  eliminate this net cost are not credible.  

 This state of affairs reflects deficient policy processes — and, in particular, inadequate reporting 

 on system outcomes, and limited attention to the detriment to the community of anti–dumping     

 protection in policy evaluation and development.  

 - The current environment is one in which policy is being driven by the interests of a small 

  group of local industries.  

 The weight of evidence indicates that an anti-dumping policy based on informed consideration 

 of its net impacts would lead at a minimum to heavy modification of the system to reduce its 

 costs.  

 The costs of the system could be significantly reduced by increasing  the thresholds for         

 accepting anti-dumping and countervailing applications (the de minimis margins), instituting 

 provisions that would allow measures to not be applied if they would be disproportionately 

 costly for the community and putting a finite limit  on the duration of measures. 

  However, such a ‘harm minimisation’ approach would have drawbacks and risks, as experience 

 since the Commission’s inquiry in 2009 shows. Accordingly, as part of a rethink of policy in this 

 area,  serious consideration as to whether it is in Australia’s interests to retain an anti–dumping 

 system at all is warranted.  

Source: Productivity Commission 2016, Developments in Anti-Dumping Arrangements, Commission Research Paper, Canberra 

The Australian Steel Association supports the need for regulatory bodies to provide business parame-

ters in the national interest. Regrettably, in our opinion, these intentions, have been misappropriated 

to an extent where they have an anti- competitive effect and detract from a level playing field. This is 

not in the national interest and as noted by the Productivity Commission “it is clear that current anti–

dumping arrangements are making Australia, on a national welfare basis, worse off”.    
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International observers have also noted Australian steel applicant’s disproportionate use of              

anti-dumping provisions.  

Anti-dumping provisions as an anti-competitive tool: 

Steel First has done some number-crunching on the trade cases initiated and closed last year, as well 

as those with a decision still pending at December 31, 2015 . 

Steel First noted that “Australia was clearly the most active initiator of trade cases last year. This is 

somewhat ironic, considering the country's small share of global steel production”.   
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The disproportionate number of Australian steel dumping cases is reliant on amending the calculation of 

dumping margins by artificial or constructed inputs. The result (QED) is an average duty rate, as noted by 

the Productivity Commission, of 17 per cent. 

This cost is borne by Australia’s steel intensive manufacturing industries and by the Australian taxpayer 

in higher priced goods.   What is required is balance.  The Australian Steel Association has advocated 

several reforms in this regard:  

Recommendation 1:   

That the Productivity Commission’s primary recommendation from their 2009 Review of a Public        

Interest Test no longer be ignored by our policy setters and be implemented with haste. 

Recommendation 2: 

That `Related Parties’ be excluded from usage of the anti-dumping system and that the existence of an 

Australian industry for each application be more rigorously determined.  Hot Dipped Galvanised Pipe 

(HDGP) is one area where Australian production has ceased and yet duty protection is being afforded.  

Recommendation 3:  

That a higher hurdle rate be established for Repeat Applicant’s (Vexatious Litigants).  In 2007, the ACCC, 

due to competition concerns, sought a S87B Undertaking constraining OneSteel and its related bodies 

from anti-dumping applications in relation to the importation of merchant bar, reinforcing rod and bar, 

bar for grinding media, wire, structural pipe or RHS products. 

Upon expiry of this undertaking, anti-dumping actions have spiralled as evidenced by the Productivity 

Commission’s research.  By way of example, we question the use of tax payer funds on an anti-dumping 

investigation, (Steel Grinding Balls), where the lead applicant enjoys a dominant market share and the 

relevant business unit is for sale.  Anti-dumping provisions exist for the purpose of addressing material 

injury 

More broadly, Australia’s regulatory environment exists for all Australian steel industry participants to 

support competition and a level playing field in the national interest, not to facilitate the specification of 

select industry participants at the exclusion of others. 

The Productivity Commission research signals a wake-up call for a rethink of anti-dumping and          

competition policy. 

In this regard, they have the support of the Australian Steel Association and Australia’s steel intensive 

users  


